1. Does penguins live in alaska? *(Do; Alaska)*

2. The feemale bird look for food. *(female; looks)*

3. Babys cant get their own food. *(Babies; can’t)*

4. It is silent on the ice of antarctica. *(silent; Antarctica)*

5. A father Penguin cares for a egg. *(penguin; an)*

6. The father wont leave even thogh he is hungry. *(won’t; though)*

7. The birds slide on the ice and they play in the snow *(ice,; snow.)*

8. Isnt the baby’s coat soft. *(Isn’t; soft?)*

9. Can birds build they’re nests on ice. *(their; ice?)*

10. The mother fish for food and the father watches the egg. *(fishes; food,)*
1. The workers picked boxes of grapes. *(picked; boxes)*

2. The son felt warm on their backs as they worked. *(sun; their)*

3. The workers’ families lived in small houses on a dirt lane. *(workers’; families)*

4. The children boarded the school bus in the morning. *(boarded; morning)*

5. The children started a new school each time they moved. *(children; started)*

6. Sometimes it was hard to keep up with schoolwork. *(was; schoolwork)*

7. Cesar Chavez formed a union for farm workers. *(Chavez; workers)*

8. He helped the workers get better working conditions. *(helped; get)*

9. Farm workers are very important to farming in this country. *(are; country)*

10. Many farm products are still picked by hand. *(Many; hand.)*
1. Those children has a big collection of butter flies. (have; butterflies)
2. Kim collects shells and Maya collects earings. (shells; earrings)
3. My friend jody has boxs all over her room. (Jody; boxes)
4. How can you do home work in this room. (homework; room?)
5. Many people collects pennys and other coins. (collect; pennies)
6. Tim displaied his collection in springfield. (displayed; Springfield)
7. On saturday, kate shopped for a doll for her collection. (Saturday; Kate)
8. Jay has more then a thowsand stamps. (than; thousand)
9. Julie collected some pretty leafs at the Park. (leaves; park)
10. She droped them in the middel of her room. (dropped; middle)
1. Hares family gave Bear two or thee crops. *(Hare’s; three)*

2. Bear used his strenth in the field and Bear rested. *(strength; field,)*

3. Is that Mr. Bears field. *(Bear’s; field?)*

4. They planted strawberrys on tuesday. *(strawberries; Tuesday)*

5. That farmers crops are on the wagen. *(farmer’s; wagon)*

6. Does that streat go to the market. *(street; market?)*

7. Bear sqweezed the tomato and juice splashed out. *(squeezed; tomato,)*

8. What great blueberrys these are. *(blueberries; are!)*

9. Mrs. hare raked leaves in the yard. *(Hare; leaves)*

10. She put them in boxs and she took them to the dump. *(boxes,)*
1. A pair of Robins are building a nest. *pair; robins*

2. The nest is in the bushes outside my window?  
   *(bushes; window.)*

3. Is that a herons nest. *(heron’s; nest?)*

4. Four crowes live in the tree on main Street. *(crows; Main)*

5. Some birds build nestes on the ground. *(nests; ground)*

6. What do penguins nests look like. *(penguins’; like?)*

7. Robins nests usually are made of grass’s and mud.  
   *(Robins’; grasses)*

8. Barn swallows often build there nest’s on a high ledge.  
   *(their; nests)*

9. We saw several swans nests at the Park. *(swans’; park)*

10. The nests was in the marshes. *(were; marshes)*